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Weekly performance, macro context, current positioning, and future expectations.
 
Performance 
April 19, 2024

Arrow Long/Short Alternative Class (F Class):
WTD -0.30%
MTD 0.46%
YTD 3.94%

S&P TSX Composite
WTD -0.42%
MTD -1.62%
YTD 4.05%
 
S&P 500: 
WTD -3.05%
MTD -5.46%
YTD 4.14%

Fund Commentary
It was a brutal week for US equities, with the S&P - 3.1% and the Nasdaq -5.5%. The TSX held up reasonably well, 
-0.5%, with resources continuing to exhibit impressive relative strength, especially in the face of continued geopolitical 
tensions. Beneath the hood, technology and consumer discretionary were the worst performing sectors as money 
rotated out of the Magnificent 7. The traditionally defensive sectors caught a bid last week as utilities, health care, and 
staples all finished in the green. Although yields finished up on the week, we are seeing some positive divergences 
in some rate sensitive sectors. We specifically highlight Utilities where we’ve built a position in, partly on the potential 
bottoming of rate sensitives, and partly on an emerging theme of the incremental power required to support AI (see link 
here).  

On the other side, we like pairing this with Staples, as we believe sticky inflation will be difficult to pass through this time 
around. Co-incidentally (or not so much),  last week, the Dow Jones reported that the Canadian government is looking 

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/us-electric-utilities-brace-surge-power-demand-data-centers-2024-04-10/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/us-electric-utilities-brace-surge-power-demand-data-centers-2024-04-10/
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to increase competition for Canadian grocery stores. The article suggested this entails luring successful international 
grocery store operators to set up operations in Canada in order to bring lower food prices to Canadians. This probably 
isn’t a huge surprise for those following the group, and the prevailing view seems to be that this is a nothing burger. 
Maybe…but nothing is priced in for new competition, and if anything, this isn’t great for sentiment in a group that has 
had a nice run through Covid. Below are a couple articles on ALDI, the successful German grocer that was speculated 
to enter the market a few years ago.  
ALDI sets itself apart
Waiting game

Energy equities performed reasonably well (down ~1.2%) in the context of oil closing down ~3% on the week. That said, 
we may (hopefully) have seen the peak in geopolitical tensions in the Middle East for now, which is reminiscent of the 
Ukraine invasion 2 years ago. Using that as a guide, we would not be surprised to see the group consolidate in the near 
term. As we wrote last week, we have trimmed our exposure, and are waiting for a better opportunity to re deploy funds. 
We have similar sentiments on Gold which has had a great run and could also consolidate if tensions ease.

This week, Q1 earnings will really get going, with a couple of the Mag7 expected later in the week. PCE, the Fed’s 
preferred inflation gauge is also slated to report on Friday. 

Have a good week.
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Effective June 15, the Fund was renamed Arrow Long/Short Alternative Class (formerly Arrow Canadian Advantage Alternative 
Class).

Commissions, trailing commissions, management and performance fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund 
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compound total 
returns net of fees and expenses payable by the fund (except for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) includ-
ing changes in security value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or 
optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaran-
teed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.

The rates of return are used only to illustrate the effects of the compound growth rate and are not intended to reflect future values 
or returns on investment in an investment fund.

This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or 
investment advice, or construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed. Every effort has been 
made to ensure that the material contained in this document is accurate at the time of publication. Market conditions may change 
which may impact the information contained in this document. All charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative pur-
poses only. They are not intended to predict or project investment results. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as 
appropriate, regarding any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any 
changes to their investment strategies. 

Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are predictive in 
nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” 
“anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include 
anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ 
materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numer-
ous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon what Arrow Capital Management and the portfolio manager 
believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither Arrow Capital Management nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual results 
will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. 
Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update 
or revise FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the historical performance of the Fund as compared with the historical perfor-
mance of a widely quoted market index or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indices or other investments. There are various 
important differences that may exist between the Fund and the stated indices or other investments that may affect the performance 
of each. The objectives and strategies of the Fund result in holdings that do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their 
weights within the comparable indices. Indexes are unmanaged and their returns do not include any sales charges or fees. It is not 
possible to invest directly in market indices. Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on 
information provided by third parties and Arrow Capital Management has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market 
conditions may change which may impact the information contained in this document.

More information about the Fund can be found on our website www.arrow-capital.com.
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Historical Performance – As of March 31, 2024

    1-Year  3-Year  5-Year  10-Year
ALSAC - Series F 3.33%  3.28%  10.38% 7.52%
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